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Abstract
Serious expiration problems exist in national medical reserves prepared for emergency response. One
alternative to reduce expiration is to rotate the reserve to hospitals so products can be used for day
to day operations. Yet, rotation incurs extra handling costs and needs to be combined with hospitals’
ordering decisions. This decision process is complex and involves various sources of uncertainty. In
this paper, we use discrete-event simulation to model the rotation of the reserve in combination with
the hospitals’ inventory management, and combine it with optimization to search for the optimal
rotation policy. With simulation experiments, we evaluate the performance of rotation policies and
analyze the impact of emergencies, multiple hospitals with fixed costs, perishability in hospitals,
and lead time. Simulation results highlight the different impact of these factors on the rotation
performance, and make suggestions to address these concerns. It is also observed that, while rotation
could generate significant cost savings, it is not always optimal to totally eliminate expiration.
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1. Introduction
Medical supplies are critical for the relief process after large-scale public health emergencies. As
recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO), most developed countries hold back-up
medical supplies, which are referred to as ‘the reserve.’ Typical products in the reserve include
antiviral drugs, disposable gloves, gowns, and syringes, etc. The reserve faces serious expiration
because all these products have a fixed use-by date. Even gloves and syringes need to be replaced
after a number of years sitting in a reserve because of their seals on sterile packaging. Meanwhile, the
reserve is required to maintain a very high minimum stock level, to ensure sufficient supplies after
emergencies (e.g., New Zealand Ministry of Health, 2009). Low mobility of the reserve, combined
with the fixed shelf life and the high stock level, lead to expiration.
Severe expiration exists in the reserves and causes substantial waste (Whybark, 2007). An inspection at the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in 2014 reports 84% of examined hand
sanitizer, 200,000 respirators, and 81% of antiviral drugs were expired or expiring in DHS’s reserve
stock (US DHS, 2014). Australia dumped $200 million of expired reserve stock for landfill (WoodPreprint submitted to International Journal of Production Economics

head, 2014). Expired or expiring products generate huge waste and make the reserve vulnerable to
emergencies. So, it is important to reduce expiration in the reserve.
One approach to fight against expiration is to rotate reserve products to hospitals in the absence
of an outbreak. This is based on the observation that hospitals often hold similar supplies and have
a regular demand for them. However, there are no specific guidelines for such rotation. Though
anecdotal evidence suggests some small-scale rotation exists, current rotation if any is based on
personal experience or some heuristics that are not specified in written documents. This type of
rotation or redistribution delivers varying performance and is highly dependent on individuals, and
could not be generalized in a broader context. A systematic study is in need to facilitate the design
of the rotation scheme.
However, designing a rotation scheme is complex. Effective rotation would require careful planning and an on-going inventory control system. As rotation moves products out of the reserve,
it mobilizes reserve products and reduces expiration. Yet, rotation involves two sets of stockpiles:
the reserve and the hospitals, and so incurs extra handling costs when physically transferring reserve products; the extra cost should be carefully weighed against the benefit of avoiding expiration.
Therefore, we need to explore an effective rotation mechanism which reduces expiration, guarantees
the minimum stock level in the reserve, and controls the overall cost.
Due to the complexity of the problem, mathematical models (e.g., Shen et al., 2011; Zhou and
Olsen, 2017) make simplified assumptions to be analytically tractable. Though these assumptions are
well justified and represent the key trade-offs, several relevant factors, such as random emergencies
calling for the reserve and products expiring in hospitals, are not taken into account. Moreover,
when perishable products have a long shelf life, as they do in the reserve, mathematical models
cannot track the ages of products but instead use heuristics (Nahmias, 2011). As a result, further
complementary studies are needed to address these weaknesses and to evaluate the feasibility of a
policy obtained with mathematical models. We find simulation to be a suitable method, because
simulation has been widely applied in analyzing complex systems, especially those that include many
processes, complicated routing, and randomness from multiple aspects (Law and Kelton, 2000).
In this paper, we use discrete-event simulation to model the rotation of the reserve in combination
with hospitals’ inventory management, and evaluate the performance under several scenarios. The
rotation system modeled in this paper is comparable to the mathematical model which is proposed
and solved through dynamic programming in Zhou and Olsen (2017). That mathematical model and
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the simulation model we present here are based on the same modeling structure of the rotation system,
yet they are at different levels and serve different purposes in decision-making. The mathematical
model, with restrictive assumptions about the perishability of the product and the studied time
horizon, is at a higher level to capture the structure of the optimal rotation policy in theory; the
simulation model, with relaxed assumptions, is more tactical to evaluate the performance in a setting
closer to reality. Both approaches are helpful to shed some light on the implementation of rotation,
but the simulation model is one step further and can test the robustness of analytical results derived
in the mathematical model.
While it is expected that changing the assumptions will change the performance of a given rotation
policy, it is not straightforward to predict how sensitive the results are to each factor and which
assumption has the biggest impact on which performance measure. Therefore, we run the simulation
sufficiently long to reach steady state and investigate the impact of four factors: possible emergencies
calling for the reserve, rotation with several hospitals with fixed costs, perishability in hospitals, and
non-zero lead time. Further, beyond the total cost, which is used in the mathematical analysis, we
use the cost of expiration, the average age of reserve products, the oldest age of the rotated products,
and the amount of products in the reserve, to evaluate the performance comprehensively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant literature. Section 3
presents our model simulating the rotation system. Section 4 implements the simulation and validates
the model. Then, Section 5 conducts simulation experiments and discusses the results. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Literature review
Research into the medical reserve has dealt with a range of issues on the maintenance of the
stockpile. Here, we briefly review the work related to expiration and rotation in the reserve.
Researchers have widely examined the economic and social effectiveness of pre-stocked medical
supplies, and have demonstrated the necessity of holding such reserves. Balicer et al. (2005) study the
cost and benefit of stockpiling drugs for pandemics, and show that stockpiling is cost-saving to the
economy over a wide range of treatment strategies. Newall et al. (2010) study the cost-effectiveness of
pandemic influenza mitigation strategies using simulation, and point out that the stockpiling of prepandemic vaccines should take into account the uncertainty of emergency occurrence. Also, Lugnér
and Postma (2009) consider the stockpiling cost and show the cost-effectiveness depends on the risk
3

of a pandemic outbreak and the attack rate. Thus, the cost effectiveness of stocking the reserve
depends on various factors, and that the stocks are subject to expiration adds to the cost.
Expiration can greatly influence the cost effectiveness of emergency use stockpiling. Noting that
drugs have a limited shelf life, Siddiqui and Edmunds (2008) point out that long-term maintenance of
stockpiling is costly, since the timing and the size of a pandemic cannot be easily predicted. Assuming
the whole stock is renewed once it expires, Lugnér and Postma (2009) find that the stockpiling is
only cost-effective when the risk of emergency is high because of the high cost of renewing. These
suggest the importance of taking products’ limited shelf life into account when managing the reserve.
Considering the limited shelf life, the Shelf Life Extension Program (SLEP) is used in the United
States to extend the shelf life of the reserve products so they can be stored for a longer period.
SLEP has generated significant cost savings: up to 20 dollars of replacement cost can be saved for
every dollar spent in the SLEP including testing, shipping, and relabeling (Courtney et al., 2009).
However, extending the shelf life for medical supplies is controversial. The United Nations recommend
not using drugs that reach their expiry date, but urges finding alternative ways to use them before
that (UNHCR, 2006). This calls for solutions to fight against expiration proactively.
However, solutions to reduce expiration are not yet well modeled. When modeling the costs of
medical stockpiling, Dhankhar et al. (2010) propose to refresh the reserve by replacing and putting a
certain percentage of the stockpile into mainstream use every year. Yet, this rotation strategy is far
from optimal and does not provide an operational insight. In practice, rotation will incur additional
costs to handle and manage the rotated items and these costs need careful examination. Further,
without considering the consumption in the mainstream market, the large amount of stocks rotated
each year may distort the market. Prudent consideration should be made to coordinate the rotation
of the reserve with the demand in the market channel.
Few papers model the reserve as fixed-life products to address the expiration problem. Shen
et al. (2011) and Zhou and Olsen (2017) explicitly consider the perishability of reserve products
with a long fixed shelf life, build mathematical models, and solve them using optimization. As it is
practically prohibitive to derive the optimal policy analytically for perishable products with a long
lifetime (Nahmias, 2011), these two papers using analytical approaches make simplifications in their
assumptions (see Zhou and Olsen (2017) for details). While they make theoretical contributions and
provide insights for reducing expiration, it is helpful to use simulation to investigate the robustness
of the mathematical results with relaxed assumptions and more sources of uncertainty.
4

Both numerical simulation and analytical optimization, as two of the commonly used approaches,
have specific strengths and pitfalls for problem-solving. Abstracting from details, optimization models define exact functional relationships between variables and provide solutions containing useful
auxiliary information, thus delivering benefits on a higher level. Yet, due to the simplifying assumptions, optimization models encounter difficulties and could become unsolvable, when attempting to
incorporate detailed phenomena and more sources of uncertainty (Hung et al., 2006). Under such
situations, simulation models offer advantages in modeling complex systems containing more realistic phenomena and further permit experiments to assess the impact of various factors in the system
(Wang and Chatwin, 2005). Ge et al. (2016) compare the approaches of optimization and simulation in evaluating operational systems, and suggest that researchers seek a balance and combine the
beneficial features of both optimization and simulation in general modeling applications.
The hybrid optimization-simulation approach is applicable and beneficial for the supply chain and
operations management area. Researchers build simulation models and combine with optimization
tools to facilitate inventory decisions (e.g., Becerril-Arreola et al., 2013; Yun et al., 2011; Tee and
Rossetti, 2002) and other operational decision-making (e.g., Ge et al., 2016; Dev et al., 2016). This
combined approach of simulation and optimization is also useful to model the rotation system with
relaxed assumptions, as this rotation system shares common features with other operational decisions,
such as complex routing, sequence of issuing inventories, and product availability. Thus, this paper
uses both simulation and optimization to investigate the inventory decisions in the rotation process.
This enables us to study rotation that involves various sources of uncertainty and to evaluate the
results from more perspectives beyond solely the total cost.

3. System description
In this section, we begin with a general description of the rotation problem under consideration,
and then discuss the operational processes in the reserve and the hospitals.
3.1. The rotation system
The rotation system consists of one reserve that holds a large quantity of products with long and
fixed shelf lives, hospitals with which the reserve can rotate its products, and a supplier who provides
replenishment to both the reserve and the hospitals. Each of the reserve and hospitals holds separate
stocks of the same product. Hospitals face random demands; the reserve is set for emergencies, so
does not have regular demand but needs to constantly maintain a predetermined stock level. Without
5

rotation, the hospitals typically order solely from the supplier, and the reserve expires when reaching
its shelf life, which generates the motivation for rotation.
To reduce expiration in the reserve, rotation enables the hospitals to order from the reserve. Yet,
the option of rotation complicates hospitals’ inventory ordering decisions, since they then need to
decide whether to rotate from the reserve and when and how many to rotate. Thus, this work studies
the reserve rotation in combination with hospitals’ inventory decisions. When hospitals rotate, the
reserve needs to get a replenishment from the supplier every time hospitals rotate products from it,
in order to maintain its predetermined level. That is, rotation incurs two sets of costs: ordering from
the supplier, and transferring products from the reserve to hospitals. As rotation reduces expiration,
it also incurs extra handling cost; this is the key trade-off associated with rotation.
We model the rotation between the reserve and the hospitals as a centralized inventory control
system, to balance the reduced expiration and the increased additional cost. The central planner,
e.g., the Ministry of Health, observes the inventory status at both the reserve and hospitals, and
makes ordering and rotation decisions in each period, with the objective of minimizing the total
discounted cost. This centralized setting complies with the practice that the central ministry is in
charge of both the reserve and hospitals and could be the central planner, though we note that in
practice incentive issues may need to be addressed to achieve the best result.

Figure 1. The flow of activities.
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of activities involved in rotation when there is no public emergency
demanding the reserve. It is modeled as a periodic review inventory system in which hospitals
follow an (s, S) policy, i.e., place an order to raise the inventory to S when the inventory level
is less than, or equal to, the reorder point s. At the beginning of period i, the model, which is
essentially the central planner, checks the inventory status in the hospitals (hospital j’s inventory
level is IHij ) and the reserve (inventory level IRi ). For hospitals, the model decides whether each
hospital needs replenishment, i.e., whether IHij ≤ s; and for the reserve, the model evaluates whether
6

there are products expired (amount expired ERi ). If the reserve has expiration, then the expired
stocks are replaced and the remaining stocks are used for rotation when needed. If hospital j needs
replenishment, then, among its order size S − IHij , the model decides how many products hospital j
should get from the reserve (QRij ) and from the supplier (QSij ); note that QRij and QSij could equal
zero as long as the sum of the two equals the total order quantity, that is, QRij + QSij = S − IHij .
Thus, hospital j receives QSij from the supplier and QRij from the reserve, and the reserve also gets a
P
replenishment of j QRij to compensate for the quantity of products rotated out. After all products
are delivered, the states of the reserve’s and the hospitals’ inventory are updated, and the overall
cost is evaluated. Then, each hospital uses its inventory to fulfill its demand, and the simulation goes
to the next period and repeats the process. A summary of the notation is as follows.
s

Reorder point for hospitals,

S

Order-up-to level for hospitals,

IHij Inventory level in hospital j at the start of period i,
IRi

Inventory level in the reserve at the start of period i,

ERi The number of products expired in the reserve at the start of period i,
QRij Hospital j’s rotation quantity from the reserve in period i,
QSij Hospital j’s order quantity from the supplier in period i.
3.2. The process of the reserve
The reserve consists of a fixed quantity of inventory prepared for emergencies, satisfies demands
arising from emergencies, and rotates products to hospitals when needed so as to renew them with
fresh products. Because new supplies are replenished every time the reserve has products expired or
rotated, expiration and rotation do not change the total amount of product in the reserve if there
is zero replenishment lead time; the inventory level is tracked when there is non-zero lead time.
What keeps changing in each period are the ages of the products stored in the reserve; the ages are
also tracked, to make sure expired stocks are disposed of and replaced. When rotating, the reserve
products are rotated First In, First Out (FIFO), so the oldest products are used the first.
As is shown in Figure 1, if there is no emergency demand, the reserve rotates with hospitals
when needed, and gets replenishment when reserve products expire or are rotated. We assume the
replenished products are fresh with age zero; this is a standard assumption and could be justified
by deducting the lead time from the original shelf life. Storage time at the supplier’s warehouses
could be another concern as it could lead to replenished products having an age older than those in
stock. This can be addressed by deducting the storage time from the remaining life and modeling the
7

storage time distribution. Further simulation experiments (not reported here) show that the impact
of this tends to be small so long as the delivered products are not too old. This can be ensured
through inspection of the replenishment, which is a standard operation in practice.
When there are emergencies calling for the reserve, the reserve products are used for the emergency. After the emergency, the reserve rebuilds the reserve and continues the rotation. The ages
of all reserve products that are not used in the emergency are updated in each period. Figure 2
illustrates the logic when the reserve is used for emergency demand.

Figure 2. The flow of activities when there are emergencies.
With these activities, the costs incurred in the reserve include the expiration cost and the rotation
cost. Note that we do not consider the inventory holding cost for the reserve, because the reserve
maintains a fixed inventory level and so always incurs the same holding cost. Also, we do not consider
the cost of replenishing the reserve products that are used in emergencies, because it is to fulfill the
reserve’s purpose for emergencies and thus not part of the rotation system – the reserve will need to
incur this cost no matter whether there is rotation or not.
3.3. The process of the hospitals
For each individual hospital, the process consists of a periodic inventory check, decision making,
inventory status update, and cost evaluation. The decision includes how many to order from the
supplier (QSij ) and to rotate from the reserve (QRij ).
Hospital inventories are checked periodically to decide whether replenishment is needed, as the
inventory level is driven down by random demands. When a demand happens, if the on-hand
inventory is less than the demand, the customer gets whatever is on hand, and each unit in shortage
incurs stockout cost. If the hospital has inventories left, then each item in stock incurs an inventory
holding cost, and, when considering perishability in hospitals, any products that have reached the
shelf life are disposed of and incur expiration cost.
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If the hospital needs replenishment, it can get products either directly from the supplier, which
incurs an ordering cost, or from the reserve through rotation, which incurs a rotation cost. Note
that when rotating, the reserve needs to get replenishment of the same amount from the supplier to
maintain its fixed stock level. So, ordering cost is incurred every time the hospital gets replenishment,
no matter if it is from the supplier or the reserve.
In each period, hospitals decide the amount of product to order and to rotate, with the objective
of minimizing the total cost of the system. Combining the reserve and the hospitals, the total cost
includes the expiration cost, the rotation cost, the holding cost in the hospitals, the stockout cost,
and the ordering cost, and is calculated and discounted in each period. These cost functions will be
further discussed in Section 4.2.

4. Model implementation
We model the rotation system as a discrete-event simulation using the Arena software. We then
link the validated simulation model with an optimization module, OptQuest, to solve for the inventory
decisions. This simulation and optimization combined approach is capable of finding optimal or near
optimal solutions to complex problems involving uncertainty (Law and Kelton, 2000).
4.1. Input data and parameters
For simulation modeling, it is important to configure the model input data and parameters to
reflect the key trade-offs. We make use of the literature and online information to estimate simulation
parameters for the reserve and the rotation operations. The input data for the rotation system include
cost parameters, the reserve’s condition, expiration parameters, and the demand parameters.
Table 1 lists the exogenous input parameters and the probability distributions of demand parameters and gives the estimated base values for these parameters, which represent our best estimate
of reasonable values. A sensitivity analysis (see Section 4.3) is performed on these parameters to
investigate their impact on the results.
Input cost data is based on a typical reserve product (e.g., sterile disposable gloves); the product
is stored and rotated in boxes without being unpacked into individual packages, so the cost unit is for
per box. Related costs of this product are obtained from online sales information (e.g., Sigma-Aldrich,
2016). While official data about the reserve expiration is not accessible, we estimate the reserve level
(P ) based on the public information that it is to cover all the population and its inventory level is
9

high compared to the operational use. The unit expiration cost (ce ) includes the cost of disposal and
purchasing the replacement, and so is higher than the unit ordering cost (cp ); that is, ce > cp .
Table 1. Input Parameters and Sensitivity Analysis.
Input Parameters

Base value

Min level

Max level

Total cost (×108 )
At min
At max

Impact

Unit cost when ordering from the supplier (cp )
Unit holding cost in the hospital (ch )
Unit stockout cost (cs )
Fixed cost when ordering from the supplier (Fs )
Shelf life for the reserve product (Days) (N )
Predetermined reserve size (P )
Unit rotation cost (cr )
Unit expiration cost (ce )
Fixed cost rotating from the reserve (Fr )
Single-period discount factor (α)
Size of each hospital demand (DH )
Time between hospital demand arrivals (Hours) (tH )

10
0.06
14
80
1820
80000
3
15
180
0.998
1
EXPO(0.5)

5
0.03
7
40
910
40000
1.5
10
90
0.996
EXPO(1)

15
0.09
21
120
2730
120000
4.5
22.5
270
1
TRIA(0,1,2)

12444.4
19969.7
19976.8
19887.5
38705.9
19914.8
17842.8
19956.4
19784.2
4.6E+9
20334.4

High
Low
Low
Low
High†
High‡
High
Low
Low
High
Low

†
‡

The
The
The
The

27509.8
19984.6
19977.4
20066.7
19915.3
28408.7
22111.5
20008.3
20170.1
0.580
19987.3

simulation is run for the same length of 91000 days with a warm up period of 9100 days.
total costs are compared with the cost at the base level which is 19977.1 (×108 ).
total cost changes by 93.75% at the −1 level and by 0.31% at the +1 level.
total cost changes by 42.21% at the +1 level and by 0.31% at the −1 level.

Demand processes drive the model by using the inventory and are modeled using probability
distributions. We use the exponential distribution, which is commonly used to model the random
time between arrivals or the waiting time before a given event, to model the time between arrivals
for hospital demand (tH ); this demand process could represent the aggregated demand from multiple
hospitals. Since the focus of the simulation is rotation, we do not consider random demand size
(DH ) in hospitals given the random arrival rate. In the sensitivity analysis in Section 4.3, we test
the impact of random demand size and confirm it does not change the result significantly.
4.2. Simulation run, model setup, and output measures
To collect appropriate data for the statistic analysis, we set the simulation to be replicated 10
times and obtain the output result over the 10 replications. We find that, for key output measures
such as the total discounted cost and the average age of reserve products, the half width for the 95%
confidence level is significantly smaller than the average value, and the percentages of the half width
with regard to the average value are below 1%; this shows the number of replications (i.e., 10) is
enough to assure the accuracy of the results.
In order to obtain long run estimates, we run the experiments as a steady-state simulation. We
test-run the model using the base values in Table 1, plot the average age and the composition of the
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reserve, and decide a warm up period of 9100 days is sufficient to bring the reserve composition to
the steady state when modeling the system for a replication length of 91000 days, which is equivalent
to 50 times the shelf life.
After the simulation model is built and set up, we link OptQuest with Arena to search for the
optimal policy to minimize the total cost. Like most inventory systems, searching for the optimal
values for ordering decisions is a dynamic process, and the optimal policy is usually state dependent,
that is, the optimal values of the (s, S) policy are likely to be different for different periods. Yet, for
this simulated rotation model, it is not feasible to allow for a separate variable for each individual
period, especially when we are running the simulation for a long time period: it would produce
too many decision variables, e.g., a simulation run of 91000 days would mean 6500 periods if the
inventory is checked biweekly, and prevent the optimization from running efficiently.
To facilitate the searching process in OptQuest, we formulate the decisions into a three-phase
structure. This is based on the analytical results in Zhou and Olsen (2017) that the whole horizon can
be divided into a non-rotation phase and a rotation phase after a critical period, and the last period
which would have a different policy. Note that three is the minimum number of phases as suggested
by the optimal policy, and increasing the number of phases could produce better performance because
it could better respond to the need for rotation. However, tradeoffs exist between the number of
phases and the computation need: more phases mean more sets of decision variables, and this would
call for higher computation power. As there is no clear guideline on how many phases to use, we
model the rotation with three phases and use the results to demonstrate the rotation performance
and the impact of various factors. When it comes to practical implementations, a suitable number
for the sets of decision variables needs to be chosen with the consideration of the practical needs and
the available computation capabilities.
Modeling three phases, we only need three pairs of ordering variables (si , Si ). As shown in Table 2,
three types of decision variables are modeled and optimized over: the threshold period from which
rotation starts (T̂ ), the reorder point (si , i = 1, 2, 3) and the target level (Si , i = 1, 2, 3) for hospitals,
and the lower bound (rl ) and the upper bound (ru ) for the rotation size.
With these variables, the decision process can be described as follows. Over the whole horizon,
rotation is only viable after the threshold period T̂ . Before that, hospitals only order from the
supplier: in period i < T̂ , hospital j orders from the supplier QSij = S1 − IHij if IHij ≤ s1 , and does
not order if otherwise. When the time passes the threshold period T̂ , hospital j’s order size depends
11

Table 2. Decision Variables for the Model
Decision Variables
Hospital ordering decision:
Target level S1
Reorder point s1
Target level S2
Reorder point s2
Target level S3
Reorder point s3
The rotation timing decision:
Rotation start threshold T̂
The rotation size decision:
Lower bound for rotation rl
Upper bound for rotation ru

Description

Hospital decisions in the non-rotation phase
Hospital decisions in the rotation phase before the last period
Hospital decisions in the last period
The threshold number of period to enable rotation
The lower bound for the rotation size to carry out rotation
The upper bound for the rotation size to carry out rotation

on s2 and S2 . If the hospital needs to order (i.e., IHij ≤ s2 ), then the rotation size QRij and thus
the order quantity from the supplier QSij are decided by the lower and upper bounds for rotation (rl
and ru ). These are expressed in Equation (1) – note that QRij + QSij = S2 − IHij holds for all three
cases. The decisions of the last period (Tmax ) are the same as the other rotation periods, except that
the ordering parameters are s3 and S3 . The order quantity decisions of the three phases are:
For i < T̂ ,


 S1 − IH j , if IH j ≤ s1 ,
i
i
j
QSi =

 0,
otherwise.
and QRij = 0.
For T̂ ≤ i < Tmax ,
If IHij > s2 , then QSij = QRij = 0;



(S2 − IHij , 0)
if S2 − IHij ≤ rl ,



If IHij ≤ s2 , then (QSij , QRij ) =
(0, S2 − IHij )
if rl < S2 − IHij < ru .




 (S2 − IH j − ru , ru ) if S2 − IH j ≥ ru .
i
i
For i = Tmax ,
If IHij > s3 , then QSij = QRij = 0;



(S3 − IHij , 0)
if S3 − IHij ≤ rl ,



If IHij ≤ s3 , then (QSij , QRij ) =
(0, S3 − IHij )
if rl < S3 − IHij < ru .




 (S3 − IH j − ru , ru ) if S3 − IH j ≥ ru .
i
i
12

(1)

Once the order size and the rotation size are determined, the cost can be calculated. The total
cost consists of several types of costs, and the formulas are as follows. With the assumption that
expiration in hospitals is negligible because of the high turnover rate, which is relaxed and tested in
Section 5.2, in period i, the costs incurred are:
Expiration cost Ci,e = ce ∗ ERi ;
For hospital j,
j
Ordering cost Ci,p
= cp (Si − IHij ) if IHij ≤ si , and 0 if otherwise;
j
Rotation cost Ci,r
= cr ∗ QRij ;
j
Holding cost Ci,h
= ch ∗ max(IHij , 0);
j
Stockout cost Ci,s
= cs ∗ Uij ;

where Uij is the amount of unmet demand in hospital j in period i.
Then, the total cost and the total expiration cost at period i are expressed in Equations (2)
and (3) respectively. In OptQuest, we set the objective to be minimizing the total cost, and set
corresponding constraints. In the optimization options, we use a fixed number of replications (i.e.,
10) to be consistent with the simulation experiments.
X j
j
j
j
+ Ci,s
} + Ci,e + αT Ci−1 ;
T Ci =
{Ci,p + Ci,r
+ Ci,h

(2)

j

T CEi = Ci,e + αT CEi−1 .

(3)

With the simulation set up as discussed above, several measures are used to evaluate the performance. The total cost, T Ci as defined in Equation (2), is the criteria used to decide the rotation
policy. The total expiration cost, T CEi as defined in Equation (3), could evaluate how effective the
rotation is in reducing expiration. The average age of reserve products tracks the freshness of the
reserve stock, and it is generally better to keep the average age low. The oldest age for the rotated
products measures the freshness of the products rotated to hospitals and could indicate the likelihood
of products expiring in hospitals. When there is non-zero lead time to replenish the reserve, the stock
level could be lower than the required minimum level and not enough for emergencies, so it helps to
track the amount to see the reserve’s availability when an emergency happens. With these measures,
we assess the performance from several aspects and comprehensively evaluate rotation policies.
4.3. Model verification and validation
As an object-oriented modeling tool, Arena has several built-in techniques for testing and debugging, and a completely graphical interface that enables the user to visually examine the movements
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of entities and graph the changes of variable values. Further, we conduct a sensitivity analysis and
examine how changes in input data affect the simulation output. The results show that we get reasonable outputs and that the outputs change as expected when parameters are altered. Based on
these, we draw the conclusion that the model is valid and functions as intended.
In the sensitivity analysis, we use the optimal policy derived from OptQuest and examine how the
input data items in Table 1 affect the output measure, the total cost. We set the parameters to either
Min or Max level as in Table 1, and hold other parameters unchanged to observe the corresponding
variation in the total cost. To decide the Min and Max levels, we vary the value of each parameter
by ±50% and the mean of each distribution by ±50% from its base value when possible. Three
exceptions are as follows. For the unit expiration cost ce , we use 10 for the Min level which is the
same as the unit ordering cost cp because the former should be no lower than the latter one; for the
the discount factor α, we use 1 for the Max level because it should not be larger than 1 and use 0.996
for the Min level to be symmetric; for the hospital demand size DH , we use a random distribution
with the same mean to test the effect of randomness.
Table 1 lists the changes in the output due to the changes in the input parameters. We classify
a parameter as “low” impact if the output measure varied less than 10% compared to that from the
base case, and as “high” if the output varies by more than 10%. Overall, the effects of all items are
consistent with expectations.
Given a rotation scheme, the product’s shelf life N and the reserve’s predetermined level P have
the largest effect on the total cost, because these two parameters govern the frequency and the size of
potential expiration and directly impact the amount of expiration resulting in the system. Note that
the impact of these two items are high only when the parameters change in one direction, and this is
because of the policy we used in the analysis. Under the rotation scheme, which optimizes the base
case, a shorter shelf life and more products in the reserve could incur a significantly higher amount
of expiration; but the effect is not as high when the shelf life gets longer or the amount of reserve
products decreases since expiration is already low in the base case. The result is also sensitive to the
unit ordering cost cp and the discount factor α. This is expected because purchasing the products
makes a large proportion of the total cost and the studied horizon is long, which generates reasonable
impact from discounting. Not surprisingly, the unit cost of rotation cr also significantly affects the
total cost; this is because a large number of products are rotated in the rotation scheme that we use
in the analysis.
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The total cost reacts to the changes of the other parameters in the same directions as expected,
though the impact is not high. It may appear surprising that the unit expiration cost ce does not
have a high impact on the total cost, but this is due to the very small amount of expiration resulting
from the policy we used: the optimal policy has frequent rotations and results in little expiration.
Randomizing the hospital demand size DH does not change the total cost much under the current
setting of the simulation. The unit holding cost in the hospital ch and the fixed costs of ordering
and rotating, Fs and Fr , have very small effect because these costs are low in relative to the variable
ordering and rotation cost due to the high volume of ordering and rotation. For the same reason,
the unit cost of stockout cs shows little effect on the total cost.
Note that interaction effects exist when more than one input data items change and that such
effects could be significant. The change in the total cost when varying one parameter may depend on
the level of another parameter. For brevity, we do not present the interaction effects. Nevertheless,
the sensitivity analysis of single input items discussed above could indicate the relative importance
of the corresponding variables.

5. Simulation results
We run the simulation experiments under several scenarios and investigate the impact. For each
scenario, we first use the rotation policy derived from the base model, which contains only one
hospital, and then use the optimal policy derived from the experiment; we compare both with the
base model that does not consider these factors, so as to examine the effect on performance.
5.1. Impact of multiple hospitals
The analytical model in Zhou and Olsen (2017) had one hospital rotating with the reserve for
tractability, but in reality rotation is likely to be with several hospitals because of the high volume of
the reserve. Using simulation, we increase the number of hospitals with which the reserve rotates, and
compare the results in Figure 3. To extend the rotation policy from one hospital to multiple hospitals,
we use a proportional policy, that is, to divide the values of the ordering decision variables by the
number of hospitals. This complies with the structure of the model: the base model has a single
hospital with aggregated demand and that demand is randomly assigned to one of the hospitals when
rotating with multiple hospitals. This proportional policy produces comparable rotation policies for
the experiments.
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Figure 3. The result from different numbers of hospitals using the proportional policy.
The left chart of Figure 3 shows that, with the proportional policy, the total cost T C quickly
increases when more hospitals participate in the rotation. For example, compared to the base model,
the cost with two hospitals increases by 1.24% and that with seven hospitals increases by 9.13%.
Further, the composition of the total cost changes dramatically when increasing the number of
hospitals: the percentage of the expiration cost (T CE/T C) gets lower and the operational cost
(T C − T CE) makes almost all the cost. This is due to two effects when more hospitals rotate with
the reserve. The first one is the reduction in expiration: rotation with multiple hospitals increases
the chance that the reserve products are rotated out and used, so the amount of expiration decreases.
The second one is the increase in operational cost: rotation with more hospitals means that the fixed
costs of ordering and rotation are incurred more frequently, which increases the operational cost.
Note that the expiration cost does not take a high percentage, so the first effect is not as influential
as the second one.
Meanwhile, the average age of the reserve and the oldest age of the rotated do not change much
when more hospitals participate in the rotation. So, the main impact of rotating with multiple
hospitals lies in the total cost and the cost structure. As the total cost increases dramatically when
rotating with more hospitals, it suggests that the proportional policy may not be effective, and so
brings the need to search for the optimal policy. We therefore search for the optimal policy for the
model with 5 hospitals and show the results in Figure 4.
Compared to the proportional policy, the optimal policy produces a significantly lower total cost,
which is 13.25% lower than the base model. Yet, it appears surprising that the optimal policy leads
to a higher expiration cost, so the expiration cost takes a higher percentage when using the optimal
policy. This makes sense if we recall the percentage composition of the total cost: the optimal policy
would strive to reduce total cost and may sacrifice the expiration cost which takes a low percentage
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Figure 4. The optimal result when rotating with 5 hospitals.
of the total cost. Thus, this manifests the trade-off between the expiration cost and the operational
cost. Meanwhile, it is aligned with a general rule: it could be optimal to allow for some expiration
and thus suboptimal to try to eliminate all expiration; this is also demonstrated in the following
sections. Further, the optimal policy greatly reduces both the average age and the oldest age for the
rotated products, compared to the proportional policy and the base model.
Observing the performance improvement, we then explore how the optimal policy contributes to
cost reduction. The main differences between the optimal policy and the proportional policy lie in
three aspects. Firstly, the optimal policy tends to have higher up-to levels and reorder points for
hospitals. In the multiple hospitals case, the demand variability for each hospital is higher than that
for a single hospital, so a higher safety stock helps to reduce cost. Secondly, the optimal policy tends
to use rotation less often. Fixed rotation cost is a big part of the cost when rotating with multiple
hospitals, the optimal policy makes rotations only when the rotation size is large enough, and so
avoids incurring fixed cost too often. Thirdly, the optimal policy tends to start rotation later. This
postpones the rotation and reduces the occurrences of fixed rotation cost. Therefore, the optimal
policy improves the result, and performs better than the proportional policy.
Overall, it confirms that rotating with multiple hospitals could reduce cost and keep the reserve
fresh. However, it is important to use the right policy: the proportional policy simply derived from
the base model would degrade the performance, so solving for an appropriate policy for multiple
hospitals is essential.
5.2. Impact of perishability in hospitals
As rotation may transfer products close to the expiry date to hospitals, it is possible that some rotated products expire before being used, though hospitals typically take the product as non-perishable
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due to its high turnover rate and long shelf life. If there are products expired in hospitals, let EHij be
the amount of products expired in hospital j in period i, then the expressions of the period expiration


P
cost correspondingly changes to Ci,e = ce ERi + j EHij .
Considering the perishability in hospitals, we run the experiment and show the comparison in
Figure 5. Using the same rotation policy, the model considering perishability in the hospital generates
a higher cost than the base model. This confirms that rotation could lead to expiration in the hospital.
Nevertheless, the expiration cost in the hospital only takes a very small percentage (0.037%) of the
total cost. This suggests that expiration caused by rotation is not large and only has limited impact
on the cost performance.

Figure 5. The results when considering perishability in the hospital.
The optimal result searched by OptQuest provides a lower total cost, decreased by 0.14%, compared to the base policy. Further, the optimal policy decreases both the expiration cost in the
hospital and the operational cost, but increases the expiration cost in the reserve. This makes sense
because products expiring in the hospital incur costs in not only expiration but also rotation, so
letting products expire in the reserve is cheaper than having products rotated and then expired in
the hospital. As for the optimal policy structure, it tends to decrease the rotation size in the last
period of the shelf life horizon, and thus avoids rotating a large quantity of expiring products, which
leads to more expiration in the reserve. Again, the optimal policy sacrifices expiration to achieve
overall cost effectiveness. Meanwhile, the optimal policy only slightly increases the average age of
the reserve and the oldest age of the rotated products.
Overall, perishability in the hospital leads to a small amount of expiration in the hospital and
has limited effect on the cost and the reserve composition.
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5.3. Impact of emergencies
Next, we investigate the impact of the emergency frequency parameter, that is, the time between
emergency arrivals, which is assumed to follow a gamma distribution. More generalized than the
exponential distribution, the gamma distribution allows for a more realistic representation of the
characteristics of emergencies, and could be used to represent that large scale public emergencies are
rare and the time between arrivals could be very long.
Figure 6 gives the results with different frequency parameters when the emergency demand size
is normally distributed with a mean of 25000 and standard deviation of 1500. Not surprisingly, the
possibility that the reserve is used for emergencies affects the cost, especially the expiration cost.
A high frequency of emergencies could fully eliminate expiration, and this happens when the time
between emergency arrivals follows gamma(300,1) which gives an average interarrival time of 300
days. If the time between emergencies becomes more variable, then it will lead to higher expiration
and a higher total cost, even with the same average time between emergencies as 300 days, i.e., with
gamma(100,3) distribution. Next, we fix the scale parameter of the gamma distribution to be 3, and
test the impact of the frequency of emergencies. As emergencies become less frequent, that is, the
average time between emergencies increases, the impact gets weaker, and the expiration cost and the
total cost approach those of the base model. These results make sense, because emergencies could
use the reserve and so reduce expiration; as emergencies happen less often, there are fewer chances
to use reserve products and so both expiration and total cost increase.

Figure 6. The result from different emergency frequencies.
The left chart of Figure 6 also shows that the percentage of the expiration cost in the total
cost, T CE/T C, increases as the emergency frequency decreases. Note that the cost measures have
a large scale unit, so the percentage of expiration cost is not high, ranging from 0 (the model with
gamma(300,1)) to 0.31% (the base model). This is partly because of the policy we used – it is
optimal for the base model and produces only a small amount of expiration. Yet, the changes in
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expiration cost among different models could be dramatic, especially in absolute values. For example,
between the base model and the emergency model with an average interarrival time of 3000 days,
the expiration cost decreases by 20.87% (1.29 × 109 ).
The impact on the ages of reserve products is demonstrated by the right chart of Figure 6.
Between the base model and the emergency model with an average interarrival time of 3000 days,
the average age of the reserve products decreases by 6.74% (58.92 days), while the oldest age of
rotated products decreases by 7.79% (135.09 days). Thus, possibly using the reserve for emergencies
could refresh the reserve and reduce the days products stay in the reserve, which in turn leads to a
lower expiration cost compared to the base model.
We then vary the parameters of the emergency demand size, when the time between emergencies
is with distribution gamma(400,3) and so the average interarrival time is 1200 days; this conforms to
the reality that large scale emergencies do not happen frequently and that the occurrence is variable.
As the demand size follows a normal distribution, we change its mean and standard deviation in the
experiment and show the results in Figure 7. It shows that the total cost and the expiration cost
are stable when demand size parameters change; the average age of the reserve and the oldest age
of the rotated do not change much, either. So, compared to the emergency frequency parameter,
emergency demand size does not impact the result much.

Figure 7. The result from different emergency demand size.
Further, we use OptQuest for Arena to search for the optimal policy for the emergency model
with GAMMA(400,3) and NORM(25000,1500). Figure 8 shows the comparison of the base model
and the emergency model with the base policy and with the optimal policy respectively. While
the optimal policy for the emergency model produces a lower total cost (decreased by 0.41% from
the base model), it leads to a higher expiration cost. Again, it results from the trade-off between
reduced expiration and increased operational cost and demonstrates it is desirable to allow for some
expiration. Finally, though the optimal policy slightly increases the age of the reserve products,
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both the average age and the oldest age of the rotated are lower than those in the base model; this
confirms that using the products for emergencies refreshes the reserve.

Figure 8. The optimal result of the emergency model.
We then investigate how the optimal policy varies with the emergency frequency. With higher
emergency frequencies, the optimal policy tends to postpone the rotation and make rotation more
restrictive. Specifically, there are two main changes in the decision variables: the threshold period
starting rotation (T̂ ) gets larger; and for the rotation size variables, the lower bound (rl ) gets larger
and the upper bound (ru ) gets smaller, which makes the viable interval for the rotation size smaller.
That is, rotation is not made if the order size is low, and the rotation size is restricted and would not be
too high when rotation indeed happens. This is consistent with the intuition that emergencies would
ease the pressure on rotation and could justify the existence of the reserve if the emergency frequency
is high. This provides implications for the planner to make rotation decisions in anticipation of the
changes in emergency frequencies.
Overall, though the extent of the impact differs, the same trend exists for all four measures:
models with emergencies result in a lower total cost, expiration cost, average age of the reserve, and
the oldest age of the rotated products; as the emergency frequency decreases, these measures increase
and approach those in the base model.
5.4. Impact of lead time
Under rotation, the inventory level in the reserve could be lower than the predetermined level P ,
if it takes time to replenish the reserve. So, we consider the lead time to replenish reserve products
which are expired or used for rotation and emergencies.
We add lead time to the model without emergencies and the one with emergencies, and vary
the length of lead time to examine its impact. Not surprisingly, for both models, the total cost,
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expiration cost, and the age of the reserve do not change much and are not sensitive to the length.
This is because the lead time does not change the cost structure nor the rotation policy.

Figure 9. The inventory level in the reserve with lead time.
However, long lead times cause delays for replenishment and changes the inventory level in the
the reserve. Figure 9 plots the average reserve levels, and shows that the reserve level decreases as
the lead time gets longer. The decreased reserve level could lead to insufficient supplies should an
emergency happen, so we further examine the emergency model. The result shows, even with long
lead times, e.g., 120 days, all the emergency demand could be fulfilled; a lead time of 300 days would
cause unsatisfied emergency demand in one out of ten replications. So, rotation would not cause
insufficient supply for emergencies unless the lead time is very long.
Thus, though the reserve level could temporarily be lower than the predetermined level, lead time
to replenish the reserve has limited effect on the cost, the reserve composition, and the emergency
demand fulfill rate.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we simulate the rotation system and evaluate the impact of several factors on
the rotation performance from various perspectives. The simulation model provides a quantitative
analysis tool for managing the rotation with consideration of factors that are not easy to track
analytically. These factors include rotation with multiple hospitals with fixed costs, perishability in
hospitals, possibility of emergencies, and replenishment lead time. The results show that rotation is
beneficial though these factors have varying impact on the rotation performance and that in many
cases it is necessary to allow for some expiration and is suboptimal to totally eliminate expiration.
We faced several practical challenges in constructing the model. The primary one is the scarcity
and confidentiality of data. No statistical data was available for modeling elements of the reserve
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operations such as the maintenance cost and the associated expiration. We used two approaches to
overcome this challenge. First, for parameters whose data are not available, we estimated the parameters from public sources wherever possible. Second, we designed the model such that confidential
information is included in the input data. So, the decision maker who performs the corresponding
simulation analysis could handle the data independently and does not need to disclose the information. Also, we performed extensive sensitivity analysis to assess the underlying assumptions and the
model output. Therefore, we are confident that we capture the key trade-offs correctly and that the
model has the right functionality.
As the factors have different impact on the performance, concerns about these factors should be
addressed in different approaches. With a naive proportional policy derived from the single-hospital
model, rotation with multiple hospitals could dramatically increase the operational and the total
cost, so it is important to search for the optimal policy with consideration of the number of hospitals;
simulation provides the flexibility for searching the optimal policy whereas the model with multiple
hospitals is very difficult to solve analytically. That potential emergencies call for the reserve has a
reasonable impact on the performance, and the effect depends on the parameters. The concern that
the rotated reserve products expire within hospitals does not have a big effect: though rotation may
lead to expiration in hospitals, the amount is very small under the optimal policy. While the lead
time to replenish the reserve may lead to a lower inventory level in the reserve, it is only temporary
and does not have a big impact unless the lead time is unusually long.
For all scenarios studied in this paper, it is optimal to allow for some expiration in order to
achieve the overall cost effectiveness. This is due to the trade-off between the reduced expiration cost
and the increased rotation cost, so it is essential to achieve the balance between the two. It suggests
that totally eliminating expiration is not the goal. Meanwhile, carrying the whole reserve without
any rotation is not a good solution either. For all policies derived in the work, rotation starts early
in the horizon and is effective in improving the performance measures. Therefore, though it is not
always desirable to eliminate expiration, totally abandoning rotation is even worse; it is important
to carefully devise an effective rotation policy.
As the proposed approach helps to decide the rotation policy, some practical factors could pose
limitations on the implementation. To implement such a rotation system requires an on-going inventory control system with the capability to retrieve information about the expiration dates and the
number of products in each batch; the absence of such a system will make it hard to conduct the
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operations suggested by the simulation results. Also, as we propose a centralized inventory control
system, incentive issues need to be addressed in practice. Effective information sharing and a coordination mechanism are essential to motivate hospitals to order from the reserve. While a coordination
mechanism could be designed theoretically, building such an information management and sharing
system could be costly and take considerable time and efforts from both sides. Such expenses and
time need to be taken into consideration when implementing the rotation system. Further, focusing
on the rotation decisions, this work models the minimum inventory in the reserve as a predetermined
level rather than a decision variable. It would be of interest and practical use to investigate how to
set the minimum level. Future work could explore how the minimum inventory should vary across
the different scenarios.
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